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INTRODUCTIOX 
THE Segal conjecture for a finite group G asserts the isomorphism of the 0th stable 
cohomotopy of BG+, the classifying space of G with a disjoint basepoint, and the completion 
of the Burnside ring of G with respect to its augmentation ideal. Gunnar Carlsson has 
recently completed the proof of this conjecture, relying on important work of others [j]. The 
present paper studies a generalization of this conjecture to compact Lie groups. 
The Burnside ring of a compact Lie group has been defined by tom Dieck [S]. With Petrie 
he has shown that this ring is isomorphic to the 0th stable G-equivariant cohomotopy of So, 
thus generalizing a result of Segal when G is finite [19]. It is not hard to convince oneself, 
however, that the naive generalization of the Segal conjecture fails to hold. The example 
G = 0 (2) makes this clear (see Part B). Hence one needs a different completion. This is given 
by completing the Burnside ring with respect to all finite subgroups of G. 
The conjecture holds for all compact Lie groups at the odd primes. At the prime 2 the 
action of the Weyl group on the maximal torus must be considered. In particular the 
conjecture holds if the rank of G is less than 8 or if the Weyl group does not contain any 
subquotient isomorphic to a generalized quaternion group of order 16. We do not know if it 
holds in general at 2. 
I have been helped to various degrees by many mathematicians in the course of this work. 
Among them are my colleagues, H. Gershenson, D. Kahn, and W. Lang. I also wish to thank 
H. Miller, J. McClure, N. Minami, and G. Segal. 
PART A 
$1. Introduction 
Part A shows to what extent the generalized cohomology of BG, the classifying space 
of a compact Lie group G, is determined by those of its finite subgroups. Theorem 2.13 is our 
most general result along these lines. This is applied to stable cohomotopy. As a byproduct we 
calculate the stable cohomotopy of BG in positive degrees. 
We use h to denote a representable cohomology theory of finite type. The normalizer of a 
maximal torus T is N. The philosophy of this part is that h (BG) is determined by h (BN) and 
the inclusion of N in G. We think of N as being very close to a finite group; there is a nested 
sequence of finite subgroups {F} whose union is dense in N. The inclusions of these finite 
subgroups together with { h(BF)} come close to determining h(BN) and hence h(BG). 
The idea of using finite subgroups to approximate a compact Lie group was used 
previousIy in [l], lemma 2.6 and prop. 7.3. Also see [I23 for more recent developments. 
l Partially supported by a grant from NSF. 
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Let N be an extension of a finite group W by a torus T. There is an exact sequence 
where cr: N -+ W is the projection map. 
Let n = 1 WI. Let 7 be the subgroup of T generated by all elements of order n. Let T, 
consist of all elements of finite order in T. 
THEOREM 1.1. There exists a subgroup F of N such that F A T = Tand F/T z W. Let P be 
one such subgroup. If T’is any invariant subgroup of T containing T let F’ denote the group 
generated by T’ and F. Then F’ n T = T’, F’ > F and F’JT’ z W. 
COROLLARY 1.2. There exists a nested sequence (FJ of finite subgroups of N with 
F,/(F, n T) z W, such that (uF, n T) = T,. We say { Fi} approximates N and denote UFt by 
NQ. 
We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows 
O+TQ--+NQ+ W-+1 
(1.3) 1 1 II 
O-T--N-W-+1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider the exact sequence 0 + T--+ T%T-+ 0. The extension 
0 -+ T -+ N + W --+ 1 corresponds to an element C, of H2 ( W; T ) [ 151. This is annihilated by 
n, so C, comes from some C,eH2 ( W;F). Hence there is extension F of W by Tso that N is 
generated by F and T. 
The subgroup No may not be unique. However the following shows that it is unique up to 
conjugacy in N. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose H is a subgroup of N such that H n T = T, and Hf T,z W. Then H 
is conjugate to N, in N. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Given H is equivalent to finding a splitting of 
0 + T/T, + N/T, + W + 1. Two such splittings differ by a crossed homomorphism W 
-+ T/T,. But T/T, is a rational vector space, so H’( W; T/T,) = 0. Hence any crossed 
homomorphism is principal; and so the corresponding H’s are equivalent ( [ 153, prop 2.1, 
p. 106). 
COROLLARY 1.5. Suppose H is a subgroup of N such that H n T c T,. Then H is conjugate 
to a subgroup of N,. 
Proof: Let K be the subgroup of N generated by H and T,. Let J? be the closure of K in N. 
Note that No n K contains T, and No n K/T, is isomorphic to K/T. Also K contains T, 
and K/T, is isomorphic to K/T. Hence K and No nK are conjugate in K. 
§2 
In this section we show that after completion h (BG) is equal to the stable elements in !im 
h( Fi). We start by showing that h(BG) is isomorphic to the stable elements in h(BN). 
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Suppose H is any closed subgroup of G. The map between the classifying spaces, BH and 
BG, induced by the inclusion map of H in G is denoted p (H, G). IfgeG then Hg = gHg- ’ is a 
conjugate subgroup. If R is any representable cohomology theory there is an isomorphism 
Cg: R (BH) + A (BHg) called conjugation. 
Definition 2.1. We say ,xE~(BH) is stable with respect to p (H,G) if 
p* (H n Hg, H) (x) = p* (H n Hg. Hg)Cg (x) 
for all gEG. We denote the stable elements of FS(BH) by Y or (A(BH))‘. 
Stable is a generalization of invariant. If H were normal in G, thenxEh(BH) is stable iff x 
is invariant under the action of G. 
THEOREM 2.2. p (N, G) induces an isomorphism k (BG) z (A (BH))’ onto the stable elements. 
Proof: In [lo] this theorem is proven for finite dimensional approximations of p (N, G). 
We show how to alter the proof. 
It is well known that lim p* (N, G) c Y. Let t(N,G): A(BN) + R(BG) be the usual transfer. 
First note that r (N, G)p* (N, G) is multiplication by 1 + u where u is an element in the reduced 
O-dimensional stable cohomotopy of BG. (Stable cohomotopy acts on all representable 
cohomology theories.)This follows since x(G/N) = 1. Letting A be stablecohomotopy we see 
that 1 + u is an isomorphism on finite skeleta. The Milnor lim’ lemma then implies that 1 + u 
is a unit in the stable cohomotopy of BG. 
Theorem 1.14 of [lo] shows that for any cohomology theory, if XEY then 
p*(N,G)t(N,G)(x) = (1 +t’)(x) where L’ is an element in O-dimensional reduced stable 
cohomotopy of BN. Specialize again to stable cohomotopy. 
1 +o = p*(N,G)t(N,G)(l) = P*(N,G)(~(N,G)~*(N,G)(~)) = p*(N,G)(l +u). 
Hence 1 + u is a unit in Y, which implies the theorem. 
We now make an observation. Give No the discrete topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.3, H*(BN,h/n) z H*(BNc,Z/n) for any positive integer n. 
Prooj: It is easy to see that H*(B7’, Z/n) z H*(BT,,Z/n) (Compare [3]). Thus the map 
of spectral sequences associated to diagram 1.3 induces an isomorphism on the Ez level. Hence 
H*(BN,Z/n) 5 H*(BN,,Z/n). 
An interesting related statement which we shall not use in the sequel is the following: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let ?? be the profinite completion of Z, i.e. bZ/n. 
Then 
(a) H* (BN,f) z H*(BN,,f) z lim H*(BFi, 1). 
Hence, 
(b) fi* (BG, 2) z lim R* (BF,, Z)5. 
Proof. Part (b) follows by using an argument analogous to the proof of Corollary 2.11. 
Remark. This is interesting since the right hand side can be defined purely algebraically. 
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We now discuss cocompletion. This functor is due to Bousfield [4]. For the rest of this 
section we assume that X is a countable C W spectrum and that E is any spectrum such that iii E 
is finitely generated for all i. 
Definition 2.5. X AZ-‘&i (Q/Z) is called the cocompletion of X. It is denoted by Ay. 
(M(Qi Z) denotes the Moore spectrum.) 
The profnite completion of an abelian group G equals lim G/H where [G: H] < zoo. The 
Z-adic completion of G is l&G/nG and is denoted by G,. 
Property 2.6. Eq( z) is profinite, i.e. isomorphic to the inverse limit of a system of finite 
groups. (This follows from the proof of 2.7.) We denote Eq(x) by E”(X). 
The following theorem was pointed out to me by James McClure. Let (pi> be any 
sequence of positive integers so that nilni+ 1 and every positive integer divides some ni. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let E and X be as above. Then there is a natural short exact sequence 
0-*(EqX)Z~~qX~l;mTor(Z/n,,E4’1X)~0 
4 
The third term vanishes iff Eqf ‘X has no subgroup isomorphic to Z/p4 (i.e. lim Z/p’) for 
any prime p. 
Proof. The cofibering S-’ %S-1 + iti, gives the universal coefficient sequence , 
O+EqX@Z/ni+Eq(XAM,,)+Tor(E/ni,EqCIX)--+O 
(where .M, is the Moore spectrum E - l .M (Z/n) and S is the sphere spectrum). The system 
EqX@Z/ni satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition so its lim’ is 0. Hence the short exact 
sequence above leads to a short exact sequence upon taking inverse limits. We now need only 
check that Eq (x) + lim Eq( X A M,,) is an isomorphism. Since X is a countable C N’spectrum 
it is a colimit of finite spectra X1 c Xz c . . , . Hence _? = Colim (Xi AM,,). The Milnor 
lim’ sequence for this colimit is O+lim’ E’-‘(Xi AiM,) ~ Eq(X AM) ~ lim E’(Xi Aitl,) 
-+ 0. The lim’ term vanishes since E Q- 1 (X. A &fM,,) is finite for each i. A cofinality argument , 
gives lim Eq ( Xi A Mni) = E Eq ( Xi A :M,,) = lim 
i 
limEq (Xi A Mni). Another application of 
L 
the Milnor lim’ sequence gives y Eq ( Xi A M,,) z Eq(X A!M,,). Hence Eq(_f) z @ 
L 
Eq(X .4 M,,), completing the proof. 
Remarks 2.8. Let X = colim Xi, where Xi is a finite C W spectrum. 
(a) If lim’ E’J(Xi) has no subgroup isomorphic to h/p” for any prime p, then 
&(X) = P(X),. In particular, ,??(X) = Eq(X), if lim’ Eq(Xi) = 0. 
(b) If G is profinite, then G, = G. 
(c) If G is an abelian group, then G L = 0 o the profinite completion of G is 0 0 G is 
divisible. 
THEOREM 2.9. BN Q z BN (as spectra). 
Proof: We have shown that H* (B.V, Z/p) z H* (BN,, Z/p) for all primes p. It follows 
that H* (BN,Q/Z), z H*(BN,,Q/Z). Furthermore 8*(BN,,Q) = 0 since N, has the 
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discrete topology and is the union of a countable nested sequence of finite groups. Hence the 
map BN, --* BN induced b y inclusion of No in N induces an isomorphism in integral 
homology. 
THEOREM 2.10. E(BG) z (,!?(B&))‘. 
The definition of S is analogous to that of Definition 2.1. Smash all appropriate spectra with 
X94(Q/Z). 
Proof. We mimic the proof of Theorem 2.2, noting that cocompletion is functorial. 
COROLLARY 2.11. i(BG) z (E(B.V,))S, where S is as in Definition 2.1. 
Proof. Since N9, n No may not approximate Ng n N the proof is not trivial. 
Let LEG. Let L be the subgroup of N generated by the elements of N n Ng and 7: By 
Theorem 1.4, L n N, and the subgroup of L generated by (N n Ng)Q and To are conjugate in 
L. Hence there exists an e in L such that N & n N9 = (N n N9)o. Similarly there exists an 
element y in the subgroup of Ng generated by N n Ng and Tg such that N n (-V,JgY 
= (N n Ng)o. For this y and f, (IV~)~~ n N(, = (N n Ng)o. Let q = gyf-I. Then if the 
corresponding maps are induced by inclusions, the following diagrams are isomorphic. 
EY N<Ng’ 
E (BN) -+ E (&Ng) 
Ey& ny) 
E(BN$) -t E(BN$ 
This second diagram is equivalent by conjugation to 
EPNQ n N& 1 
f R 
E(B& -+ 
\ 
E(BN&) 
Suppose XE E (BN) restricts to u in E (BN 6) and v in E (BN,). Then Cc(u) = u. If the third 
diagram commutes for t’, then the second commutes for u and the first for x. This proves the 
corollary. 
We now consider the relationship between E (BN,) and lir~ E (BF,), where No as above 
has the discrete topology. 
THEOREM 2.12. lim E(BF,) z E(BN,). 
Proof. Let { L’ j run over finite skeleta of BF,. The image of E4 (L’) in Eq(L’- ‘) is finite by 
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. Hence lim’ is 0 and E (BF,) = !ir~ E(L). Thus 
Eq(BFi) is compact and Eq(BNc) z lim Eq(BFi). The lim’ term disappears by the 
compactness of Eq (BFi). 
THEOREM 2.13. E(BG) ~1 ~~IJI(E(BF,))“. 
Remark. We point out that lim(E(BFi))” = (b E(BFi))“. 
We apply 2.13 to the sphere spectrum. The corresponding cohomology theory is reduced 
stable cohomotopy which we denote by rt,. If + denotes a disjoint basepoint then n, (BG f ) is 
the unreduced stable cohomotopy of BG. 
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COROLLARY 2.14. Let G be a compact Lie group. 
(a) 6,4(BG) = Ofor q > 0. Hence the profinite completion of n:(G) is Ofor q > 0. 
(b) @(BG) 2 lim(n:(BFi))Sfor q 5 0, where iFi)’ are as in 1.2. 
Proof. This follows from the solution by Carlsson of the Segal conjecture for finite 
groups [j]. His result implies that n,4(BFi) = 0 for q > 0. Hence 2.13 shows that fi,4(BG) = 0 
for q > 0. 2.7 and 2.8~ then imply the rest of part a. 
For (b) first note that rr:(BG) is profinite since it is isomorphic to limrc,4( L) where L runs 
over the finite skeleta of BG. The lim’ term disappears by the compactness of rc,4- t(L). Since 
rrf( L) is finite, $(BG) is profinite. Moreover 2.8a shows that ic,4(BG) 3 ~c,~(BG)~, which by 
2.8b is isomorphic to rc,4(BG). This completes the proof of the corollary. 
Jim McClure has pointed out that we can easily calculate rt,4( EC) for q > 0, using an idea 
due to Nishida [17], who obtained the result in the special case where G = S’. 
THEOREM 2.15. There is a natural isomorphism 
nf(BG) z (Hi-‘BG)@f/Z,for all i 2 1. 
(Here H denotes reduced integral cohomology.) Hence the analogue to Borel’s theorem is 
true for stable cohomotopy in positive dimensions; i.e. for i > 0, 
nf(BG) z (nf(BT)) w: 
The right hand side is the invariants under the action of the Weyl group on the stable 
cohomotopy of the classifying space of a maximal torus of G. 
We note that all of these elements are phantom. 
Proof. Let F be the fiber of the Hurewicz map S-+ H, from the sphere to the 
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. Since TCi(F) is finite for all i, F’(BG) + P’(BG) is an 
isomorphism. 
We consider the long exact sequences associated to the fibration F + S + H. 
-+ icf(BG) -+ fi’(BG) L F’+l(BG) -+ Tifcl(BG) -+ 
TX Tz 
and --vr~(BG)+H’(BG) : F’+‘(BG)+n:+‘(BG)-t 
The map a is the profinite completion since all three completions of H*(BG) coincide. 
Since Hi (BG) is finitely generated a is injective. Moreover coker (a) z H’(BG)@ s/Z. 
Since Ho (BG) = 0 and ?rf (BG) = 0 for i 2 1, 6 is an isomorphism for all i 2 1. The 
commutativity of the central square implies that 6 is injective and has cokernel isomorphic to 
H’(BG)@f/Z. Hence xi(BG) z Hi-‘(BG)@f/Z for all i 2 1, as required. 
PART B 
93. Introduction 
The Burnside ring A(G) of a compact Lie group has been defined by tom Dieck [S]. The 
elements of A(G) are equivalence classes of compact G-ENR’s; letting XH denote the fixed 
pointset,wehave[X] = [Y]ifx(XH) = x(YH)f or all H < G. Addition is defined by disjoint 
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union and multiplication by Cartesian product. This definition is consistent with the usual one 
if G is finite. 
Additively A(G) is a free abelian group with basis consisting of G-orbits [G/H], H < G; 
one takes one representative from each conjugacy class of subgroups which are of finite index 
in their normalizers. Expressing multiplication in terms of this additive basis is quite 
complicated; in genera1 it is a nontrivial problem to decompose G/H x GiK into G-orbits. 
If H < G there is a ring homomorphism, restricrion, p( H, G): A (G) -. A(H) given by 
considering a G-space as an H-space. The augmenration ideal I(G) is the kernel of this 
homomorphism when H is the trivial group. It equals {[X] :x(X) = 0;. The naive 
generalization of rhe Segal conjecture is that i(G), A(G) completed with respect to I(G), is 
isomorphic to n,” (BG +). We shall see that this holds when G = S’ but fails for O(2). 
It is well known that if K is a finite group then A(K) injects into @A ( KP) where K, runs 
over representatives of the Sylow subgroups of K. Furthermore the I (K,)-adic completion of 
I( K,) agrees with the p-adic completion [ 141. 
Definition 3.1. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. If g E G there is an isomorphism, called 
conjugation, Cg : A(H) -+ A( Hg) where Hg = gHg - ’ is the conjugate subgroup of G. This is 
given by Cg[ H/L] = [ Hg/Lg]. An element .y E A(H) is stable with respect to the restriction 
p (H, G) if p( H n H g, H)(x) = p (H n H g, H g, Cg (x) for all g E G. One has a similar definition 
for xgA(H) to be stable. The stable elements are denoted by A(H)? 
The Segal conjecture for finite groups [S] and CorolIary 2.14 give us the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.2. x,” (BG +) z lim;i (Fi)’ where (Fi j approximate N as in 1.2. 
We pursue two examples: G = S’ and G = O(2). The latter is expanded throughout this 
part and should be looked at carefully before tackling the proof of the main theorem. 
Note that A (S ‘) z 2 since there are no proper subgroups of finite index in the circle. 
nf(BS’ +) z&A(F) where F runs over all finite subgroups of S’. To prove that 
rc,” (BS’ +) z A (S’) it suffices to show that hI^(F,) = 0 for each prime p, where Ft = Z/pk. 
The orbit [Fk/Fk] = 1 is a point so its restriction to A(F,_,)is [Fk_,/Fk_,]. If H # Fk then 
the element [F,/H] restricts to p[F,_ ,/H], for as an Fk_ 1 space F,/H consists of orbits of 
typeFk-1/H.Itfollowsthattheimageof~(Fk+,)inI^(Fk)isdivisiblebyp’.Thus~I^(Fk) = 0. 
If G = O(2) the number of basis elements is infinite. Let 0 be any element of O(2) not in 
SO(2). For n 2 1 we define D, as the subgroup generated by c and the subgroup of SO(2) 
isomorphic to Z/n. Except for the degenerate cases n = 1,2 D, is a generalized dihedral group. 
A basis for A(G) consists of { [G;D,] :n 2 1 u { [G;S0(2)], [G/G] j. 
Next we calculate 1^(0(2)). First we express the product of two elements in A(O(2)) in 
terms of basis elements. Let n be an orbit in 0(2)/D, x 0(2)/D,. Then we can pick a point on 
0 with coordinate x’ = (D,, crD,,,) for some r E SO(2). The isotropy subgroup at SL’ is 0: n D,. 
We can assume the 2-order of m is at least as large as the 2-order of n. There are exactly two 
orbits of type 0(2)/D, where k = (m, n) corresponding to r equalling 1 or a generator of Z/2m. 
The other orbits are of type 0(2)/(Z/k). Since H/k has infinite index in its normalizer we have 
tW%‘~ml X Co@)/D,1 = 2~0(2)/Dk~. 
The isotropy subgroups of O(2) acting on 0(2)/SO(2) x 0(2)/B, are all equal to Z/m; 
since Z/m is not offinite index in its normalizer [0 (2);S0 (2)] x [0(2)/D,] = 0. The isotropy 
subgroups of 0(2)/SO(2) x 0(2);S0(2) all equal SO(Z). Since 1 O(2): SO(2) j = 2 it follows 
that [0(2)$0(2)]* = 2[0(2)/SO[2)]. 
Using the above multipiication it is easy to see that the 1-adic completion of I (O(2))agrees 
with the 2-adic completion. 
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IT,” (BO (2)) z lim I^(D,) by 3.2. D, is a semidirect product of an odd order cyclic group and 
a dihedral group of order a power of 2. Since @(Z/p’, = 0 for any prime p, the odd Sylow 
subgroups do not detect any elements in &rZ (D,). The semidirect product structure of D, 
implies that /&r^(D,) z h!(P,), where Pk = Dp. 
Let [ be a generator of SO(Z) n Pk = &. The Burnside ring of Pk is generated by { (P,.T,], 
[Pk/Pj],j = 0, . . , k,\ u { [Pk/Pj],j = 0, . . . , k - 1; where ( Tj, ot ) = PJ. 
The restriction maps are given by the following table. 
Element in A(Pk) Restriction to A(P,_ ,) 
ifj < k 
ifj<k-1 
ifj < k 
ifj <k 
XS-l/r,1 
cp,-1/T,-,I 
cs-,/~,l+c~~-,I~;l 
2 = XP,-,IP,-,I 
1 = CPk-,IPk-,I 
[P,-l/T,1 
0,. * - t 
Vk-1.X-I 
[P,/Pj] i- [Pk/P)] - [Pk/q] fOrj < k and rk,k = 2 - [ Pk/Tk Here Cj. k = 
Now define 
wjj. k = vj. k
-v~_.~.~ ifj I k 
0 otherwise. 
Fixing j and letting k vary defines an element “‘j in lim I ( Pk). The elements vk. k also define 
an element x in lim I( Pk). 
The restriction of I(P,+,+,) to I(P,) is generated by j\~j,k) u{t~~,k). u {2’s,,,:j < k) if 
I > 0, WhcXeSj,k = [Pk/Tj] -2k-jf1. Since 2 is not a unit in t,, the 2-adic integers, we need 
only consider the basis elements of the form {Wj,k) u {ok. L). in calculating lim I^( 5). 
Henceas zz moduleslimj( Pk) z rt f, [wj] @ f, [x]. This is all we shall need. However we 
point out that the ring structure is given by the following rules. ni2[wj] is the product of 
’ rings 2, [wj] where Wj = 2wj. If a, /I E 7~2~ [wj] and s, t E i, then (a + sx) (p + tx) = (zB + 2sfi 
+ 2ta) + Zstx. 
Wecompute theimageof1^(0(2))inl&I^(PJ. Let m = 2’s wheresisoddandassume that 
k > e. An element of 0(2)/D,,, may be written as aD, where EESO(~). The isotropy subgroup 
of Pk at rD, is 0: n Pk. By choosing a different element on the orbit of aD, if necessary one 
can assume that the isotropy subgroup is P,, Pb, or T,. If it is P, or Pi then there exists II E E/m 
so that ua’a E Pk. Hence a E Z/r where r = 2 k+ls. It follows that there is exactly one orbit of 
type Pk/Pe and one of type P,/P;. The coefficient of [ s/T,] is - 1 since [0(2)/D,] E I (O(2)). 
Thus [0(2)/D,,,] restricts to v,, k in I( Pk). 
The isotropy subgroups of Pk acting on 0 (2)/SO(2) are all equal to &. Since 
1 O(2): SO(2) 1 = 2 we have 2 - [0(2)/SO(2)] restricts to L>~.~. 
It is now clear that the restriction of1^(0(2)) to hI^(&) is neither injective nor surjective. 
For example the image of [0(2)/D,,,] depends only on the 2-order ofm. On the other hand the 
element rcwj is not in the image of f(O(2)). 
Note that the image of 1^(0(2)) in r^( 5) equals that of the projection of br^( Pk). namely 
( uj, k 1 j 5 k ), Hence !if~ !^( Pk) % h I^(O(2))/(ker i(O(2)) + i(Pk)). The element \Vj cor- 
responds to [O(2)/Pj] - [0(2)/Pj- 11. x . corresponds to 2 - [0(2)/SO(2)]. 
This example suggests that a different completion may suffice. 
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Definition 3.3. C(G) = !&I I^(G) ker(l^(G) -+ i(Fi)) where { Fi) approximate the norma- 
lizer of a maximal torus in G (as in 1.2). (Theorem 1.4 implies that C(G) is well defined.) 
An alternative definition is that C(G) is the completion of I(G) under the coarsest 
topology which makes the maps I(G) --* I(F) continuous, where F runs through all finite 
subgroups of G, and where I(F) is given the I-adic topology. That this is equivalent uses that 
every p-group of G is contained in a normalizer of a maximal torus [2]. 
Let $(.S ‘) be the equivariant stable cohomotopy of So [IS]. This is isomorphic to A(G) by 
[9]. Let EG be a free contractible G -C W complex. Then the projection map EG + -+ So 
induces a homomorphism nz(.S’) + ni(EG +). It is known that $(EG +) = zf(l3G +). 
3.4. Generalization of the Segal conjecture 
The composition 1(G) + nz(BG) is an isomorphism under completion. i.e. 
C(G) z z,O(BG). 
We shall see that the conjecture holds at any odd prime and under certain circumstances 
at 2. 
Remark. An equivalent conjecture is that the image of I(G) in rcf(BG) is dense in the 
skeletal filtration topology. 
Definition 3.5. Let L be a finite group. Let M be a simple left O[L] module which atTords 
the representation T : L --+ Gl(r, Q). EndQILl M is a division ring A by Schur’s lemma. .\i has 
the structure of a right A-module. We call 5 A-induced if !Li contains a proper right 
A-submodule which is a left Q [H ]-module N for some proper subgroup H of L, and if .iI is 
induced from N. If N affords the representation x of H we say 5 is A-induced from x. If 5 is not 
A-induced we call T A-primitive. 
We say a representation p : W -+ Gl (n, Q) originates at a 2-group H if the restriction oip to 
some 2-subgroup L contains an irreducible representation which is obtained by a sequence of 
projections onto quotient groups and A-inductions from a A-primitive faithful irreducible 
representation of a group isomorphic to H. We say p: W + Gl(n, Z) originates at H if the 
corresponding rational representation originates at H. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be a compact Lie group. Suppose Tis a maximal torus of dimension n 
and let W = N (T)/T. The Segal conjecture holds at all odd primes p (i.e. when p-adically 
completed). Let p : W -+ Gl (n, E) be a representation which gives rise to the action of it- on 
T z IF9,“/Z”. Then the Segal conjecture holds at 2 if p does not originate at a generalized 
quaternion group of order 2”, n 2 4. In particular the conjecture holds if n < 8 or if‘ no 
subquotient of W is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 16. 
We prove the theorem in two main steps. First we deal with the main technical case, an 
extension of a p-group by a torus. (Theorem 3.7). Then a transfer argument extends this to all 
compact Lie groups. 
The proof of Theorem 3.7 is extremely technical. For motivation we refer often to the 
example O(2) treated above. Much of the phenomena dealt with in the proof occurs in this 
example. Since the maximal torus is l-dimensional, however, a complication which we call 
exotic strings is not present in this basic example. Exotic strings are replaceable by standard 
ones in many instances and in such cases the theorem holds. Integral representations play a 
crucial role in the replacement procedure (3.13); hence they appear in the statement of the 
theorem. There exist counter examples to extending 3.13B to all compact Lie groups. 
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Soration. E(G) denotes the set of conjugacy classes ofclosed subgroups of G whichare of 
finite index in their normalizers, i.e. the generators of A(G). By abuse of notation HE E (G) 
means that the conjugacy class of H is an element of E(G). 
If HEE(G) then (H) d enotes [GjH] - x(G/H). The set ( ( H ) 1 H # G) form an 
additive basis for Z(G). 
p denotes a prime dividing 1 WI. Suppose Wis a p-group. Let {Pi) be a nested sequence of 
Sylow p-subgroups of the { Fi), with Pi defined as in 1.2. 
I,(G) denotes the p-adic completion. 
Let H < K be subgroups of X, which need not be closed. N,(H) denotes the normalizer 
of H in K. N(H) denotes the normalizer of H in N. 
f, denotes the p-adic inregers. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that Wis a p-group. Ijp = 2, supposefurther that the representation 
of W does not originate at any quarernion group of order 2”, n 2 4. Let Y E lim i( Pi), i.e. Y = lim 
~~ M,here yj~f(Pj). Therl yi is in the image of the restriction map from I,(N). 
An antecedent of [P,‘L] EA(P,) is any generator [Pk+,/S] in A(P,+,), r > 0, whose 
restriction to A(P,) contains [P, L] when expressed as a sum of basis elements. We use an 
analogous definition for antecedents of (L ) E I(P,). In studying Q~J i(P,) one needs to 
understand the antecedents of any given element [P,/L] EA(P,). Since [P,/K] EA(P,) is an 
antecedent of [P,/L] exactly if Kg A P, = L for some g E Pk, and [P,/K] = [P,/Kg], the 
following definition arises naturally. 
Definition 3.8. Let i be arbitrary but fixed. {Hk) is a string if 
(1) Hk is a subgroup of Pi, and 
(2) Hk n Pj = Hj for i I j I k. 
Let H = u H,, k 2 i. Let fl be the closure of H in N. If fl n P, = H, for all k we call the 
string standard. Otherwise it is called exotic. An exotic string is tricial if for infinitely many 
k, P,_ 1 H, does not contain T n N,, (H,). A standard string is trioial if [N/A] = 0, i.e. 
ti$ E(!V). Strings which are not trivial are called nontrivial. 
Example of an exotic string. 
Let N = S’ x S’. {H,) is a nested sequence of subgroups with HI, z Z/2k, picked so that H 
is dense in N. That this can be done follows from viewing N as R2jE2. Let (a,, bk) E R2 project 
to a generator of Ht. We start with a, = bl = 4. If k is power of 2 let &+i = (1 +&)/2. 
Otherwise let ok+ 1 = a k; 2. Let bk = I/2’. This has the effect Of making b&k go to 0. {Hk) iS a 
trivial exotic string. 
The idea of the proof of 3.7 is that ( fl ) E I,(N) should account for the string (Hk). There 
are some complicating factors however. First, the restriction of (g ) to i(Pk) may not include 
( Hk ) when expressed as a sum of basis elements; this arises in exotic and trivial standard 
strings. Second, even if ( Hk ) does occur other terms may occur as well. This accounts for 
much of the technical nature of the proof. 
E.xample N = O(2). The elements of I(P, _ I) and their antecedents in I(P,) are given by the 
following table. 
Element in I(Pk_i) Antecedents in I(Pk) 
CTj> (Tj), (P,),and (T,)ifj=k-1 
(‘j> 
(‘j) 
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One thus has the following strings. 
(A) 
Hi = 
T, if j I i g = T, 
T, ifj> i 
(B) Hi = Ti for all i. fi = T = SO(l) 
((2 
Hi = 
(P,)’ if i > k. t is any generator of T,, , , j < k 
Pi ifi=k 
T, ifk>i>j 
T, ifj > i 
A = (Pj)’ 
(D) Hi= 
Pj if i2j 
Pi if i<j H=Pj. 
All of the strings are standard. (A) is the only trivial string. 
Definition 3.9. A subgroup L of N has t)pe n if IL/L n TI = n. Let ,XE~ I^(Pi). Let 
xi E~(PJ be the ith coordinate of x. A string {Hi) occurs in x if the decomposition of xk into 
basis elements contains a nonzero multiple of (H,, ) for all k sufficiently large. If V c P, we 
say ( V) occurs in u E I^(P,) if ( V) h as nonzero coefficient in the expansion of u into basis 
elements. {Hi i has type n if the maximal type of all Hi is n. A string {Hi ] occurring in x has 
maximal type if the type of ( Hi; is maximal over all strings that occur in x. We say that si has 
maximal type if a maximal string {H,, i occurs in x, with the type of Hi being maximal. 
Example IV = O(2). Pj has type 2; Tj has type 1. Let xi = t’j,i for i 2 j. Then the strings (A), 
(C), and (D) occur in x = I~IJ xi. The string (A) has type 1; (C)and (D) have type 2. The strings 
(C) and (D) are of maximal type in x. 
In our example we showed that the image of ( Tj ) E I(P,) in I(PI, _ 1) is 2 ( Tj) ifj < k. The 
following lemma generalizes this phenomenon. (a), (b), and (c) below are trivially satisfied in 
our example. (String (A)) In Proposition 3.11, with k = m + 1, we can let g be any generator of 
Tk. Note that P,Tj and P,gTj are the P, orbits of P,/T,. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let {H,} b e u trivial standard string. Then given any m suficiently large, 
there exists k > m so that the coeficient of (H,) in p(P,, PJ (Hk) is divisible by p. 
Proof. Let m be fixed but so large that the following occur. 
(a) Representatives of all elements of N,(H)/(N,(H) n T) occur in P, (where P = u Pj). 
(b) If H, n T is invariant under any element of N then so is fi n T. 
(c) H, and H have the same type. 
Such an m can be found by using the finiteness of W and for (b), the denseness of 
u(H, n T) = H n Tin A n T. 
Consider the set S = {g E T n N(f?)lg is of p-power order and g$ HI. We use the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Given m, there exists k > m and g ES n P, n N(H,) so that g g P,Hk. 
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Proof. Any g in S normalizes H,, for k large enough. depending on g. [Let e,, . , L, be 
representatives in H of the elements of H fl n T. Then Lq . , L? are in H. Lz = g(g-‘)L’Lq. 
Since g(g- ‘)[q is an element of p-power order in T n I? and fl A PI, = H, for all k, it is in Hi, 
fork large enough. Pick k so large that ti . . lr and g(g- ‘)[I. . g(g- ‘)‘r are in H,. Then 
g normalizes Hk.] 
Suppose for all g ES there exists ,4 such thar g E P,H:. Then S c P,H. Hence s c P,,,l?. 
But N(g)/A is not finite by assumption. Hence the dimension of T n N(A) is greater than 
that of Z? n Tand so the dimension of SH is greater than that of fl. Since P, is finite we have a 
contradiction. This establishes the proposition. 
Proof of Lemma 3.10. Let k and g be as in the proposition. We show that the (H,) 
component of p(P=, Pk) ( Hk ) h as coefficient divisible by p. Letfe P, be such that H{ n P, 
= H,. Then (H, n T y = H, n T. By assumption (b) (A n T f = A n T. By (c)fnormalizes 
fi, H and Hk. Hence by (a) there exists s E P, n J-(H) such that s- ij~ T. Thus we can assume 
that the orbit offi, under the action of P, is represented by some c E T n N,(H,) (P, fH, 
= p,s- l&V,). 
We define an action, rg. of Z on the se: C’ of orbits of the form P,tH, where 
Hf, n P, = H,, t EN, (H,) n T. 
zg : Z -+ Aut (( I is given by 
rg(n)(P,rHk) = PJVH,. 
This is well defined since g EN(H,). Suppose P_g”tH, = P,tH,, i.e. that r,(n) fixes P,tH,. 
Then since t and g normalize Hk, we have g” E P,Hk. Let n be the first positive power of g 
which lies in P,,,Hk. This is a power ofp since g is an element ofp-power order. Then x9 induces 
a free action of Z/n on C. Since g does not act trivially. IZ > 1. and the conclusion of the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let IHi) be a trivial exotic string. Thert giren m sufficiently large there exists 
k > m so that the coefficient of ( H, ) in p(P,,,. Pt) ( Hk ) is divisible bp p. 
Proof. Pick m so large that H, and H have the same type. Next pick k > m so large that the 
the following hold. 
(a) 3gENpk(H,)nTso that g$P,_,H, 
and 
(b) iffE P, is such that Hl n P,_ 1 = H,_ 1 thenfEN(H,)and there exist infinitely many 
L > k with some SE P, satisfying ST =f'T and H; n P,_ 1 = H,_ 1; moreover there 
exists s E Pk_ 1 n N(H,) with ST = f T. 
We only need establish (b). In addition to picking k to satisfy (a), pick k so large that the 
following occur. First, iffe Pk is such that H{ n Pk_ 1 = Hk_ Ir then there exist an infinite 
number of e > k so that there exists s E P, with ST = f Tand Hf n PC_ 1 = H,_ L. (This can be 
accomplished since W is finite.) It follows that (Hi, n T ) I = (Hk n T )” = Hk n T. Since Hk 
and H,_ 1 have the same type it follows thatf E A-(HJ. This establishes all of(b) except the last 
sentence. Since (H, n T)l = H,n T and W is finite this is easy to establish. 
Let fE Pk be such that H{ n Pk_ 1. Then there exists t E T n N,$ (Hk) so that Pk_ 1 fHk 
= Pk- ItHk. We now define an action, ry. of Z on the set of orbits of the form P,_ ltHk where 
H; n P,_ I = Hk_ Ir I E NP,(Hk) n T. The proof then continues exactly as in that of Lemma 
3.10. 
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LEMM 3.13. (Replacement procedurej. Let (Hi)- be a nontrivial exotic string. Ijt‘p = Z 
suppose that the representation of W does not originate at any quaternion group of order 2”, 
n 2 4. Let d > 0. Then there exist m > d and infinitely man) k 2 m for which the following is 
true. There exists R, E E(!V) so that the follor\ing hold. 
(1) H,, Rk, and H have the same type. 
(2) The coefficient of (H, ) in p(Pm, -V) (& ) is prime to p. 
(3) R,, n Pk = Hk. 
(4) N(H,nT)cN(HnT) 
The string {R, n Pj = Hi], k fixed, replaces {Hi). 
Proof The proof is complicated. Sublemma B replaces T n H, which is wild. by 
something tamer which still has many of the same properties. Ifp = 2 this requires using the 
assumption on the representation of W. 
Pick m so large that the following occur. 
(a) PI,_,H,zNN,,(HJnTforallk2m-1. 
(b) Hm_2 and H have the same types. 
(c) N(H, n T) c N(H n T). 
(d) For any k let p’ be the maximal order ofany element in Hk n T. Let r be the rank ofthe 
elementary abelian p-group El, = {tP’-’ [TV Hi, n Tj. Then r is independent of k for 
k 2 m. 
(e) Let R, be as in sublemma B. If fe N (R,) then 3e of T n P,_ 1 n N (H,). 
All except (e) are easily satisfied. We establish (e) in sublemma D below. For the moment we 
just assume (a)-(d). 
SUBLEUMA 3.13A. Let C = Pm-2 n T. Then N,(H,) n T c CHI, for all k 2 m- 1. 
Proof By (a) N,(H,) n T c (P,_ I n T )H,. The claim follows by induction on h. For 
suppose N,, (H,) n T c CHk. Then NP+,(HL+I) n Tc (Pk n T)Hk+i. Let 
fhENp,,,(HI,+I)nT where fePP,nT, hEHk+l. Then f~N,,_~(H,+l)nPknT 
= NP,(Hk) n T. So TECH, and fhECHt+l. 
SUBLEMMA 3.13B. W acts on T tiia N. Let L be a subgroup of W which fixes H, n T. 
Assume that p # 2 or that p = 2 and the integral representation of L gicing its action on Tdoes 
not originate at a quaternion group of order 2”, n 2 4. Then there exists a closed L-incariant 
subgroup Q, of T, of rank r, so that P, n Q,,, = H, n T. 
Let R,, be the subgroup of N generated by the elements of Ht and Qi, Define HI = R,, n Pi 
for all i. Then Hi = Hi if’i 5 k. 
Proof. Let T’= T/H, n T. The image, I-, of H n Tin T’ is isomorphic to (Z/p” )‘, where 
Z/p” denotes !& h/p”. We shall see below that T’ contains an L invariant torus of dimension 
r. The identity component of the inverse image of this torus in T and H, n T generate Qk. 
To see why T’ contains such a torus we refer to representation theory (see appendix). The 
action of L on T’ = FI*/b* is given by an integral representation a: L + GL(d, Z). The 
corresponding rational representation 5: L --+ GL(d, a) is determined by its character. 
The representation a induces an action on (Z/p”)* and hence gives a representation 2: L 
-+ GL(d, f,) on the Pontryagin dual of (Z/p”)*. This representation is obtained from a as the 
contragredient followed by inclusion of Z in 2,. The contragredient of 5 contains a 
subrepresentation of dimension r iff z does. 
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Since (.Z/P”)~ contains the L invariant subgroup I-, the extension B of i to the p-adic 
rationals, Q,, splits as a direct sum of representations of dimension r and d - r. A theorem of 
Heller ([7]; 30.18 p. 628) and its proof imply that b is obtained by scalar extension from a Q 
representation p’. For every irreducible subrepresentation of & is the p-adic completion of a Q 
representation. (This follows from our discussion of Schur indices in the appendix. The Schur 
indices of an odd p-group are 1 [IS]; the other case is covered by Theorem 4.5.). fi’ splits since 
p does. It has the same character as the contragradient of ?i. Hence 5 contains a 
subrepresentation of dimension r. By [7]; 23.16, p. 529, there is a subrepresentation 
L -, GL(r, H) of z and thus an L invariant subtorus of T’ of dimension r. 
SUBLEMMA 3.13C. T n NP,(H’J c CH:for all i 2 k, where C is as in sublemma A. Hence T 
n N(R,) c C VRk, where V is ajnire subgroup of T of order prime to p, which normalizes Rt. 
Proof Suppose t E T n N,,(Hi). If p’ is the maximal order of any element in Pi n T/P, n T, 
then tP’~ T n N,,(H,) n CH,. Since the rank of Qk is r, there exists an element h E Hf n Tso 
that (ht)P’ has order less than the maximum order ofall elements in Hk n T. Thus hr has order 
less than the maximal order of any element in HI n T. Refine HI c Hi+ 1 and Pi c Pi+ 1 if 
necessary so that if g E Pi n T is not of maximal order in Pi n T then g E Pi_ 1 n T. Then it 
follows by induction that htECHI_l. Hence teCHi. This establishes the first part of the 
lemma. 
If t E T n N(R,) is of p-power order then r E CR,. Hence the index of R, in N(R,) is finite. 
The sublemma follows. 
SUBLEMMA 3.13D. Condirion (e) can be established. 
Proof. Pick m at first so that (a) (b) (c) (d) hold. Let a be a power of p so that x0 = 1 for all 
x E P,,, n T. Let tg = fE N (R,) where g E P,,, _ 1 and r E T. Suppose 1 E H,. Then kg = us for 
some SEH, and LIET n P,,,. Thus !/ = (US)’ = ur(r-‘)l SERB. Hence r”[(r”)-‘]SEQ~. Since 
{PST) = {/T} (~EH,) toEN( By sublemmac 3h’cQt so that h’r”ECV. Since C 
= P,,,_ 2 n T there is a power of p, say b, independent of r so that r* E Qk V. By (d) there exists 
h E Qk so that (hr)* E H, V. Since V has order prime to p, there exists t‘ E V so that (Chr)* E H,. 
Note that chrg E N (R,). The order of vhr is bounded independent of k, and is of p-power order. 
Hence if k is large enough e = vhrg E Pk_ 1. Then e normalizes H,. With m equal to k (a) - (e) 
are satisfied. 
We now assemble these sublemmas and complete the proof of Lemma 3.13. Let R = R,, 
for some k 2 m. Note that R n P,,, = H,. This follows from sublemma B since H,and R have 
the same type. 
Suppose that R’ n P,,, =H, for some HEN. Then (RnP,,,nT)L=(H,nT)L 
= H, n T. By sublemma B, R n T = Qk is invariant under e. Since R and H, have the same 
type RC = R. We pin down what P,,, orbits L can lie in. Condition (e) implies that there exists 
e E P,,, n L T so that e normalizes H,, and hence R. Hence e- ‘L E T n N(R). By sublemma 
C, T n N (R) EC VR where the order of V is prime to p. Hence e- ’ L E C VR c P,,, V R. Hence 
L~{P,,,uRloe V-j. This set of orbits has order prime to p. Each VE V satisfies 
R” n P,,, = R n P,,, = H,. Hence the coefficient of ( H, ) in p (P,,,, N) ( R ) is prime to p. 
This establishes the lemma. 
. 
We show that the image of l,(N) in limI^(Pi) is quite large. This is the key lemma from a 
conceptual point of view. 
Example N = O(2). The hypothesis of the next lemma is satisfied when H is SO(2) or a 
dihedral group of order a power of 2, e.g. Pj for some j; then we can let g be the identity. (In 
general we must allow g 7 1 since H might be a conjugate of P,.) 
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LEMMA 3.14. Suppose W is a p-group, and let HE E(N) be such that u (H n Pi n T) is 
dense in H n T. Then rhere exists g EN so thar for all i sllficientl! large 
(i) Hg n P, and H have the same type: 
(ii) ( Hg n P, ) occurs with coefficient prime to p in the expansion of‘ p (Pi, N) (H ) . 
Proof. Let R be the identity component of iv(H). which is also the identity component of 
H. By Theorem 1.1 there exists a finite subgroup J of N (H) so that J; J n R z N(H)/R. Thus 
JR = N(H). The finite subgroup J is conjugate in .V to a subgroup of N, by Corollary 1.5 Let 
gE N be such that Jg c N,. Pick i so large that Jg c Fi. We can assume that Pi n Jg is a 
p-Sylow subgroup of Jg. Then (i) is satisfied. 
Now let i be so large that in addition if T n P, n His invariant under an element of N then 
so is T n H. This can be done by the denseness of u (H n Pi n T) in T n H, and the finiteness 
of w. 
Without loss of generality we can assume g = 1. 
Since Wis a p group J = (J n P,)K, where K is the (finite) subgroup of J n Tconsisting 
of all elements in J of order prime to p. 
Suppose HL n Pi = H n P, for some LEN. Then (H n T )l = H n T. Suppose 
h E H n Pi which we denote Hi. There exists u E H A Tso that (uh)l E Hi. (Since H and H, have 
the same type, the pigeonhole principle implies there exists SEH, with ST = hT, so that 
sc E H, .) Since rlL E H, it follows that hL E H. Hence &EN(H) = JH. Since J c PiK, it follows 
that [E v P,kH. Let S = K n P,H. Then S is a group. (If SES then P,H = P,sH = P,Hs 
kcK 
since double cosets are either disjoint or equal. Hence if k E S, then P,H = P,Hk. So P,Hk- ’ 
= Pi H. Thus k- ’ ES. NOW if S, k E S, then PiHsk = P,Hk = PiH. SO sk E S.) Suppose that 
k,, . . . , k, are representatives in K of the elements of K/S. Then 4 is prime to p and 
{Pikfi/u = 1,. . . , q 1 is the set of distinct orbits of N/H under the left action of Pi, which 
are of type Hi. Hence the coefficient of H, in the decomposition of p (P,, N) (H) is 4, and so is 
prime to p. 
Example N = O(2). Consider the string (D). ( P; ) occurs in p(P,,,, N) ( ( Pj ) ) if m > j. 
Let x be a generator of T,, I. Then P,” n P,,, = P). The following lemma shows that this is 
typical for standard strings. 
LEMMA 3.15. Let W be a p-group. Suppose {Hi) is a nontrivial standard string. Suppose 
V c P, and V, A and H, have the same type. Then if‘ ( V) occurs in p(P,,,, N) ( ( I? )) there 
exists k > m arui x E Pk n T so that ( H; n P,,, ) = ( V) 
Proof. One can assume that V = H4 n P,,, for some g E T, since P,,,T = N. Hence gg n T 
= I? n T. Moreover LgT = LT for GE,!?. If g is of p-power order, then g E Pk for some 
k > m. Since P,,, n H& = P,,, n (fi n Pk)g = P,,, n fig = V, the lemma is verified by setting 
x = g. 
Hence we need only show there exists I ET of p-power order so that fig = A”. First 
suppose g is of infinite order. Then the powers of g are dense in an extension of a finite group 
by a torus, R. Let L E H, represent an element in W. The map cp: R --t T/T n f? given by 
r -+ r (r- I)[ ( T n f?) is a continuous homomorphism. We claim it has finite image. First note 
that there exists u ET n fi so that (~t)~ = ug(g-l)L LE V. This follows by the pigeonhole 
principal since V and Ei have the same type. Since L E P, it follows that g (g- ‘)[ u E P, n T, a 
group of p-power order. Hence g(g- I)( (H n T) has p-power order in T/ T n f7. So cp has 
finite image. Since R is independent of L, it follows that for each LE H,, every element in the 
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component of R containingg is mapped by cp tog (g- ‘)( (T n 8). Let b be an element of finite 
order in this component. Then b has order p”q for some s 2 0 and 9 prime to p. Note that 
Gb = Hg. This follows since (I? n T)b = I;i n T= (fl n T)g and g(g-‘)‘eEfib for each 
~EH,,,. Now pick n > 0 so that for each L, [b(b-‘)P]q”(ET n T) = b(b-‘)/ (fi n T). Then s 
= bq” has p-power order and RX = Rg. 
The following lemma shows how precisely one can match the image of a string in r^( I’,,,), 
with an element of I,,(N). 
Example N = 0 (2). Let Xi = uj.i for j < i. Then x = !~IJI xj EU r^(PJ. The string (D) 
occurs in X. Note that Hd = Pd ifd < j. Hand Hd have the same type (since they are equal). We 
can let L = Pj below. One can let m =j+ 1 and q = j+2. 
Moreover note that I’; has the same type as Pj. Letting Y = Pi, we note that ( V) occurs 
in p(P,,,, N) ( L ). Let t be any generator of Tq rc Z,‘2q. Then H’, n P,,, = PJ. 
LEMMA 3.16. Ler W be a p-group. Let x E lim I^( Pi). Suppose {Hi 1 is a nonrricial string 
which occurs in x,and that H and Hd have the same type. Then there exists integers m and q with 
q > m > d, and LEE(N) with the following properties. 
(i) The type of L equals that ofH, and u (L n Pi) is dense in L. Also, ifH, n Tis invaC.mt 
under an element of N then so is H n T. 
(ii) There exists r E 2, so that the coeficient of ( H, ) in p(P,, N)r ( L ) is one. 
Also, 
(iii) if V c P,,, has the same type as H, and ( V ) occurs in p (P,,,, N) ( L ) , then there exists 
tEPqnTsothat(V)=(H~nP,). 
Proof. Suppose {Hi} is a standard string. Pick m > d so large that if H, n T is invariant 
under an element of N, then so is fi n T. Let L = I? and pick q > m so large that (H, ) 
occurs with coefficient prime to p in p(Pi, N) ( L ) This can be done by Lemma 3.14. Also 
assume q is so large that if V t P,,, has the same type as L, and ( V ) occurs in p (P,,,, N) ( L ) , 
then there exists t E P, n Tso that ( Hf n P,,, ) = ( V ) This can be done by Lemma 3.15 and 
the finiteness of P,,,. Then (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. 
Suppose { Hi} is an exotic string. Let m and R, be as in Lemma 3.13. m remains fixed 
throughout this proof, but k will vary. We claim there exists q > m, independent of k, with the 
following property: if V c P,,, is of the same type as H and there exists g E T so that 
V = RP n P,,,, then there exists t E Pq n T so that V = R; n P,,,. Why? By 3.15 we can assume 
that g is of p-power order. Let e E H,. Then since V and Rt have the same type, there exists 
u E Rk n Tso that (uL)~E V. Since (uQg = ug(g-‘)Le this implies that ug(g-‘)‘E P,,, n T. Let f 
be a power of p so that tl = 1 for all r E P, n T. Then (tl/[)g’ = /. Since u E R,, glE N(R,). 
Since g is of p-power order, sublemma 3.13C implies gJ ECR~, where C = T n P,_z. 
Recall the definition of Ek and r, from (d), at the beginning of proof of Lemma 3.13. Since 
the rank of Rk is r, there exists e E R,, n T so that ergf E CRI, n P,,,. Thus t = eg E Pq n T for 
some q > m. q can be chosen independent of Vand k. Note that V = R; n P,,,. Let L = R,. 
The lemma follows from 3.13. 
Example N = O(2). Let xi = Uj.i+ uj.j for i > j. Then !in~ xi slim f(q). Note that 2 is a 
maximal type that occurs in x,, where d > j. The element Z = ( Pj ) E Z,(N) is of type 2 and 
~~-P(P~J)(Z) contains no element of type 2. 
LEMMA 3.17. Suppose x~w(P~). Let n be a maximal type that occurs in xd. Then there 
exists Z E I, (N ) so that xd - p (Pd, N) (Z) has no maximal elements of rype 2 n. 
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Proof. Suppose (I Hi) is nontrivial string in x and that Hd is of type n. Pick r E i,, m. 4 E Z 
and L E E(N) as in Lemma 3.16. We claim that any element occurring in p ( P,,,, N) (r ( L ) ) 
-p(P,,,, P,)( (H, )) has type less than n. Why? Suppose Vc P,,,, and that ( V) has type n 
andoccursinp(P,,,,N)(L).ByL emma 3.26 (iii) thereexists t E Pq n Tso that ( V) = ( Hi 
n P,,, ). We can assume that V = Hi n P,,, (by conjugating V by an element of P, if 
necessary). Now suppose (D ) is of type n and occurs in p(P,, N) (L ) Suppose also that 
( V) occurs in p (P,,,, P,) ( D ) We shall see that ( D > = ( H, ) . First, we can assume that 
Vc D (by conjugating D by an element of Pq if necessary). Note that D n T = H, n T = L 
n T n Pq. (This follows since D n T = (H, n T)s for some s E Pq. But since V n T = H, n T, 
we have (H, n T)s = H, n T. Lemma 3.16(i) implies that (H, n T)s = H, n T.) Since 
V c D, V c Hi and V, D and H, all have the same type, a counting argument shows that 
Hi = D. Hence ( D ) = ( H, ) ; h t ere is only one element of type n in p(P,, iv) ( L ) which 
gives rise to an element of type II in I( P,,,). Thus if ( V) occurs in p( P,,,, N) (r ( L ) ) it also 
occurs in p( P,,,, P,) ( H, ) and with the same coefficient. 
r^( Pd) is finitely generated over 2,. Hence there exists a finite number of elements IL> in 
E(N) with the following property. If { Hj} is a nontrivial string with Hd maximal of type n, 
then there exists y > d and an element y in the span of { (L ) ) so that p(P,, N)>. and 
p(P,, P,) ( H, ) differ by a sum of elements of type less than n. 
If ( Hi) is a trivia1 string that occurs in x, iteration of Lemmas 3.10 or 3.12 shows that given 
any s > 0 there exists e > d so that the coefficient of ( Hd ) in p ( Pd, Pi) ( Ht ) is divisible by p”. 
Since the only element in zp divisible by arbitrariIy high powers ofp is 0 trivial strings have 
image 0 in i( Pd). 
The lemma follows by taking Z to be an appropriate element in the span of ( ( L ) >. 
We complete the proof of Theorem 3.7. Let i be arbitrary but fixed. We proceed by 
induction on 11. the maximal type of any string in Y. The case n = 0 is easy since there is only 
one possible nontrivial string in this case, namely where Hi = T n Pi for all i; an appropriate 
multiple of ( T ) works. Let k 2 i be such that yk contains an element of type n. Lemma 3.17 
implies there exists Zk E I, (N) so that )‘k - p( P., N) (zk) has no elements of type greater than 
or equal to n. Note that Jj - p (Pj, N) (zk) has no elements of type greater than or equal to n, 
for allj < k. 
Consider 
ck= {z~liml~,(N)/kerP(P,,N)]ltype(~k-p)(Pk,N)(z)<n}. 
This set is nonempty and closed in the compact space !~IJ I,(N)jker p(Pjl N). Furthermore 
{ Ck i satisfies the finite intersection property since zk eCj for all j 4 k. Hence there exists 
ui E n Ck so that ys = ys - p (I',, N) (u,) has no elements of type greater than or equal to n for 
all s. By induction on n, there is an element uEbl,(N)jker p(Pj, N) so that j, 
-p (P,, N) (u) = 0 for all s. Hence p( Pi, N) (LA + ui) = yi. Theorem 3.7 follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. First we discuss the transfer. 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. A transfer t(H, G): A(H) -+ A(G) is defined by 
t(H, G) [H/K] = [G/K] for K EE(H). [8]_ 
Property 3.18 (Frobenius reciprocity). t(H, G) (p(H, G) (x)y) = xt(H, G)(y) for x GA(G) 
and YEA(H). In particmar r(H, G)p(H, G) is multiplication by [G/H]. 
Property 3.19 (Double coset formula). Let H and K be closed subgroups of G. Then 
p(K,G)r(H,G) = 1~#(M)t(fI~ n K,K)p(Hg n K,Hg)Cg where the sum is over all orbit- 
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type manifold components ( M 1 of the double coset space K \\ G/H considered as a K-orbit 
space. x# (.Cf) = x(lV?) - x(,U - M). g isany element in G which projects into M. The formula 
in cohomology used in Part 1 is analogous [ 111. 
Several results follow. 
PROPOSITION 3.20. Let r + u = [G/H] Mith r = x(G/H) and UEI (G). Then if yeA( is 
srable (see 3.1) p(H,G)r(H,G) y = p(H,G) (r+u)y. 
Proof. The double coset formula and Frobenius reciprocity imply that p(H,G)t(H,G) y 
= Cx” (M) [H/H4 n H]y. Now Cx#(M)[HIHg n H] = p(H.G)t(H,G)p(H,G)(l) 
= p(H,G)(r+u). 
Let A‘(H) denote the I (G)-adic completion of A (H). 
PROPOSITION 3.21. The transfer induces a map f(H,G): A‘(H) + A(G). (Thisfollowsfrom 
Frobenius reciprocity.) Since x(G/N) = 1, [G,/N] and 1 (N, G) [G/N] are units in A(G) and 
AG(N) respectively; it follows that G(N,G) induces an isomorphism A(G) z AG(N)S. Hence 
f(G) z r^G(N)S. 
Notation. 0: N + W is the canonical projection. Wp denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of W. 
The Sylo~~ p-normalizer of T is c- ’ ( W,) and is denoted by N,. Let { Fi) approximate N as in 
1.2. If W is not a p-group let Gi = N, n Fi. { Gi} approximate N,. We let {Pi} be a nested 
sequence of Sylow p-subgroups of the { Gi}. 
PROPOSITION 3.22. l,(N,) maps to fN(NP) and hence to I^(N,). 
Proof. p(N,,N)[N/N,] = [N,/T] 1 WI/ 1 W,l I W,l where q # p is a prime; this follows 
sinceNinN,=TforseN.Hence (T)~imp(N,,N).Since(T)(S)= -lW,I(S)for 
all SEE(N,),Z,(N,) maps to fN(N,). 
We now prove Theorem 3.6, assuming our hypothesis on the representation of W. By 3.2 
rtf(BN) z hf(F,). Let x = bxi~bI^(Fi). We show that xiEimp (Fi, N) for all i. By 
Theorem 3.7 cli, the image of xi in r^ (Pi), is in the image of 1, (IV,). By 3.22 zi is the restriction of 
some element in fN(N,,). Since x(N/N,) is prime to p a calculation shows that there exists 
diEfN(Np) so that Zi,p = t(N,,N)di restricts to ai. One can choose Zi,p so that 
p ( Pi,q, N) (Zi, p) = 0 if q # p. (The extra subscript is used to distinguish primes.) x Zi. p 
restricts to xi since r^ (Fi) injects into @ r^ (Pi, p), the sums being over all p I I WI. This verifies 
the theorem if G = N. 
By 3.21 and 3.2 I^(G) z (fG(N))’ + b(l^ (Fi))’ z 7cf (BG). We need to show surjectivity. 
Let cc~!i&(F~)~ with ai the projection of a. The image of f‘(N) in r^(Pi) equals that of I^(N) 
since the image of each is generated over 2, by the image of I (N). It follows that ai is the 
image of fC(N). That ai is in the image of (I^G(N))S follows by an argument similar to that 
given in the proof of Corollary 2.11. 
If the action of W does not satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem the above proof carries 
over ignoring the prime 2 throughout. 
9 4 APPENDIX 
In this section we give the results in group representations referred to earlier. 
First we describe the relationship between the Schur index and simplicity of k[G] 
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modules where k is Q or Qz, the 2-adic numbers. Then we show that Schur indices remain 
unchanged upon passage from Q to Q2 if the given Q representation does not originate at any 
quaternion group of order 2” where n 2 4 (see Definition 3.5). -Much of this material is known 
although not easily accessible. A good deal of it was explained to me by Bill Lang. 
Dejnition 4.1. Let E be the algebraic closure of k, where k = al or Q2. Let U be an 
irreducible R reprksentation of G and let < be the character of C. The Schur index of CJ with 
respect to k, is an integer mk (U) = min[F:k([)] where the minimum is taken over all 
extension fields F of k (i) such that U is realizable in F. The field k (0 is the field k with the 
values of < adjoined. 
Let p be an irreducible k representation which contains U as a Fconstituent. Then by 
mk(p) we mean mk( U). Similarly if p affords a simple k[G] module N, by mk(N) we mean 
mk(p). These definitions are all well-defined by [6], $70. By [6]: 70.12, p. 469, m,(U) is the 
smallest positive value of m such that m U is realizable in k(i). 
The index mk (U) can be defined a second way. Let Xi be a simple k [G] module which is 
afforded by the representation p. Let U be an irreducible Lconstituent of p. Then mk( U) 
= ,,/m, where A = EndkCG3 M is a division ring by Schur’s lemma and K is thecenter 
of A ([20], p. 92 or [6], $70). 
Suppose that G is a 2-group with order n. Let E = @ (7) where ;: is a primitive nth root of 
unity. Then E is a splitting field for G by a theorem of Brauer [6], 11.1. Let The an irreducible 
Q representation of G which affords the Q [G] module ?/i. Let TE be the representation of G 
whichaffords M&E. Then TE splits into m,(Ul)copies of U1 + . . . + rj;, where the UiXe 
distinct, Galois conjugate, absolutely irreducible representations of G. The multiple ma(C’,) 
is the Schur index of the representation U1 ([6], 70.15). 
We explain how to determine all irreducible k representations of G, where k is a field of 
characteristic 0. Let K be a splitting field over k for the group G with K/k a finite Galois 
extension with Galois group A. Let S = { xi 3 be the set of distinct K-irreducible characters of 
G. The group A acts on S by acting on the values of the characters. There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the sets of A orbits of S and k irreducible representations of G. The 
correspondence is given as follows. Let 6’ be the orbit of $ES. Then x = mk(I(/) c cp is the 
Cl=0 
character of a k-irreducible representation of G ([20]. pp. 92-933. 
Let k = C?. We can take K = Q (7) as above. The irreducible C-characters are of the form 
mo (II/) c q, where 8 is the Gal (K/Q) orbit of an irreducible K representation of G. Extend 
VE@ 
scalars to Q,. Since K/Q is totally ramified k = K aQC2 is a field ( [Zl], theorem I, p. 40)and 
A = Gal(I?/Q,) z Gal(K/Q). The set S of irreducible K characters is also the set of 
irreducible l? characters and the action of A is unchanged. Hence the irreducible 6, 
characters are give by m02 (rl/) c cp. Since mo($) 1 is a a2 character (by extension of scalars) 
vpce VEtJ 
we see that mQ2 ($) divides ma($). We also see that an irreducible Q character x remains 
irreducible over Qz iff ma($) = m02($). 
This implies the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let UI be an absolutely irreducible constituent of the Q irreducible 
representation T (in the splittingjield Q (y)). Let 0, be the corresponding absolutely irreducible 
representation of Q2 (7). Then the induced representation P is irreducible ijj the Schur indices 
mq (U, ) and mQ2 (0, ) are equal. 
See Definition 3.5 for A-induced, A-primitive, and originate. 
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THEOREM 4.3 (Roquette). Suppose G is a 2-group. If G has afairhful A-primitive irreducible 
representation, then G is either cyclic, a generalized quarternion group, a dihedral group or a 
semidihedral group. 
Proof This follows from [18], lemma 1 and [ 133, V, theorem 4.10. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let M be a simple 9 [G] module where G is a 2-group. Supoose M is afforded 
by the representation p of G. if p does not originate at a generalized quaternion group of order 
2”, n 2 4, then fi = M &Qz is a simple Q2 [G] module. 
Proof. Roquette in [18] shows that A remains unchanged under A-induction, i.e. if 
M is a simple Q[G] module which is A-induced from a Q[Zf] module N, then 
End Q[G]‘~ z End oC,+,N. He also shows that if p factors through a quotient group, the 
corresponding division rings A are isomorphic. Hence if M originates at a Q [L] module N, 
then EndQLG, M z EndoLL N. Roquette points out on p. 249 of [18] that unless p originates 
at a generalized quaternion group, A is commutative. If it is the Schur index ma(M) equals 
one. Hence, m,JA) = 1 also. Proposition 4.2 implies the result in this case. 
If p originates at a generalized quaternion group H then A is noncommutative. ([7], 7.40) 
Suppose H is the quaternion group of order 8. Then H possesses exactly one irreducible 
faithful rational representation. The division ring A is the rational quaternion division ring 
H, in this case. ([7], 7.40). Hence mQ(M) = 2. EndQICcl fi z A&Q2 by [7]; 9, p.38. This is 
isomorphic to H,:, the 2-adic quaternion division ring. Hence mQI( A) = 2. Proposition 4.2 
implies that h?f is simple. 
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